
AI Starts
with
People



Orgnization-
wide AI
preparedness

To effectively implement AI within

any organization, it's essential for

the individuals steering the

organization to be well-prepared. 

Our objective is to equip your

team with comprehensive AI

knowledge, enabling them to

create a strong AI foundation that

fuels both growth and innovation.
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PROVIDING INDUSTRY-TAILORED AI TRAINING
Equip your team with industry-specific AI knowledge and skills. 

CRAFTING AI COMMUNICATION
We assist in creating a clear and effective communication strategy to

ensure everyone understands your AI initiatives.

ESTABLISHING IN-HOUSE AI EXPERTISE
We help you identify talent, provide training, and establish a collaborative

environment for your AI experts to thrive.

ASSISTING YOUR TEAM IN DATA MANAGEMENT
We guide your team through understanding and harnessing the power 

of your data.



INDUSTRY-FOCUSED

AI Courses

ASSESSMENT
We start by assessing

your team's AI

knowledge.

CURRUCULUM
We develop a

curriculum tailored to

help your team use A.I.

meet organisational

objectives.

INSTRUCTION
We deliver instructor-

led workshops and

practical exercises to

get your team started

with A.I.
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DATA ESTATE

management

ASSESS
We start by assessing

your data estate and

helping you map your

available data

ROADMAP
We help you develop a

data governance and

management roadmap to

prepare your organization

in building data products.

EXECUTE
We help you execute the

data management

roadmap and put in place

structures to improve the

quality of your data estate.
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COMMUNICATING AI

initiatives

IDENTIFY
We collaborate with

you to identify

stakeholders targeted

by the initiatives.

DEVELOP
Together we build a

communication plan to

bridge the gap between

technical jargon and

business objectives. 

EXECUTE
Create workshops to

communicate AI concepts

and feedback loops for

continuous improvement.
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BUILD INHOUSE

AI expertise

IDENTIFY
We start by identifying

the skillset that your

organization needs to

build internal AI

solutions.

PLAN
We create a plan to

retrain or up-skill your

existing human resources

with AI skills. 

MENTORSHIP
We provide an in-residency

mentorship to guide your AI

team in building production-

ready solution during their

up-skilling journey.
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Let's
work
together
Contact Information:

Email: hello@drimkoe.com
Phone: +1 672 999 3022
Website: www.drimkoe.com


